Scalable Data Augmentation (SDA) provides a framework for training deep learning models using auxiliary hidden layers. Scalable MCMC is available for network training and inference. SDA provides a number of computational advantages over traditional algorithms, such as avoiding backtracking, local modes and can perform optimization with stochastic gradient descent (SGD) in TensorFlow. Standard deep neural networks with logit, ReLU and SVM activation functions are straightforward to implement. To illustrate our architectures and methodology, we use Pólya-Gamma logit data augmentation for a number of standard datasets. Finally, we conclude with directions for future research.
Introduction
Scalable Data Augmentation (SDA) provides a framework for training deep neural networks (DNNs). Our methodology exploits auxiliary hidden units which are designed to avoid backtracking and traverse local modes in an efficient way. This allows us to exploit recent advantages in high performance computing such as scalable linear algebra (CUDA, XLA). We show how to implement standard activation and objective functions, including ReLU (Polson and Ročková, 2018) , logit (Zhou et al., 2012) and SVM (Mallick et al., 2005) are all available as data augmentation schemes. Data augmentation strategies are commonplace in statistical applications such as EM, ECM and MM algorithms, as they accelerate convergence and can use Nesterov acceleration (Nesterov, 1983) . Our goal is to show similar efficiency improvements for data augmentation strategies in deep learning.
A current challenge is providing scalable algorithms for training deep learning. Training deep learners is challenging due to the complexity of the models. There is an active area of research strategies that avoid back-tracking but still exploit stochastic gradient descent. Deep Learning (DL) is a central tool for cutting-edge AI applications such as game intelligence (AlphaGoZero), image processing (ImageNet), object recognition (ResNet), text-to-speech (Google Wavenet), health care analytics (Google Verily).
Our work builds on the sampling optimization literature (Pincus, 1968 (Pincus, , 1970 . Ma et al. (2018) show that sampling can be faster than optimization and Neelakantan et al. (2017) show gradient noise can improve learning for very deep networks. Gan et al. (2015) implements data augmentation inside learning deep sigmoid belief networks. HMC algorithms (Chen et al., 2014; Neal, 2011) are available for general MCMC algorithms. Duan et al. (2018) proposes a family of calibrated data-augmentation algorithms to adjust the variance of conditional posterior distributions and increase the effective sample size. Geman and Reynolds (1992) develop total-variation de-nosing and half-quadratic optimization for image processing problem. Dropout regularization (Wager et al., 2013) can be viewed as a deterministic ℓ 2 regularization obtained by margining out dropout noise. Sparsity structure as spikeand-slab priors (Polson and Ročková, 2018) on weights can adapt to smoothness and avoid overfitting. Variation approximation to exact Bayesian updates such as Variational Bayes by Ullrich et al. (2017) and Bayes by Backprop by Blundell et al. (2015) have been developed as fully Bayesian inference on the weights is generally intractable. Rezende et al. (2014) propose stochastic back-propagation through latent Gaussian variables.
To illustrate our approach, we use two standard non-parametric regression and classification examples: Friedman's dataset from Friedman et al. (1991) and the MNIST number recognition data from image processing using Pólya-Gamma data augmentation for logit activation functions. Glynn et al. (2019) also utilize Pólya-Gamma data augmentation to combine topic models with dynamic linear models.
The rest of our paper is outlined as follows. Section 1.1 describes the well-known duality between Bayes and regularization optimization. Section 2 describes our scalable data augmentation (SDA) strategy with particular emphasis on implementing deep learning. Section 3 provides applications to Gaussian regression, support vector machines and logistic regression using Pólya-Gamma data augmentation. Section 4 provides a discussion.
Bayes Simulation and Regularization Duality
The standard regularization problem in deep learning (Polson and Sokolov, 2017) is to find a set of parameters θ = (W, b) which minimize a combination of a negative log-likelihood l(W, b) and a penalty function φ(W, b) defined by:
(Ŵ ,b) := arg min
where λ controls the amount of regularization. From a Bayesian perspective, this is equivalent to finding the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate in a probabilistic model defined by the conditional distributions:
Here p(W, b) can be interpreted as a prior probability distribution and log-prior as the regularization penalty. This leads to the following link between optimization with regularization and sampling posterior distributions.
is equivalent to finding the the Bayesian MAP estimator defined by arg max
Finding a posterior mode can be achieved by simulation (Pincus, 1968 (Pincus, , 1970 thus providing a duality between simulation and optimization. Specifically, if a set of minima by Θ min = {θ ∈ Θ : f (θ) = min θ f (θ)}. The modes of the Boltzmann distribution with energy potential f (θ) defined by the density π κ (θ) = exp {−κf (θ)} /Z κ for θ ∈ Θ where Z κ = exp {−κf (θ)} dθ is an appropriate normalizing constant.
The limiting Boltzmann distribution is uniform and finds the set of minima lim
where δ denotes a Dirac measure. Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (Neal, 2011 ) is a modification of Metropolis-Hastings (MH) sampler. It adds an additional momentum variable r and generates draws from joint distribution
This has been used in deep learning by Chen et al. (2014) .
2 Scalable Data Augmentation (SDA)
Deep Learning
Let y denote a low-dimensional output and x = (x 1 , . . . , x p ) ′ ∈ R p a high-dimensional set of inputs. We wish to recover a multivariate (map) denoted by y = f (x) using training data of input-output pairs (x i , f (x i )) n i=1 that generalizes well out-of-sample. Deep learners (Kolmogorov, 1957; Vitushkin, 1964) use compositions, rather than additive, functions. Hence imagine composing L layers, a deep predictor takes the form
Training the parameters
} of a deep learner requires selecting an activation architecture and using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) to find the solution to arg min
where
is the empirical risk function calculated over the whole training dataset {y i ,
. Training requires the solution of a highly nonlinear optimization problem:ŷ := yB(x), whereB := arg max
The log-posterior is optimized given the training data, {y i ,
. Deep learning possesses the key property that ∇ B log p(y|B, x) is computationally inexpensive to evaluate using tensor methods for very complicated architectures and fast implementation on large datasets. TensorFlow and TPUs provide a state-of-the-art framework for a plethora of architectures. One caveat is that the posterior is highly multi-modal and providing good hyper-parameter tuning can be expensive. This is clearly a fruitful area of research for state-of-the-art stochastic MCMC algorithms to provide more efficient algorithms. For shallow architectures, the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) is an efficient solution to the optimization problem.
Deep learners are popular as Mhaskar et al. (2017) show that deep nets use exponentially fewer parameters to achieve the same level of approximation accuracy for compositional functions. Poggio et al. (2017) show how deep networks can avoid the curse of dimensionality. The success of ReLUs has been partially attributed to their ability to avoid vanishing gradients and their expressibility. Approximation properties of deep ReLU networks have been discussed in Yarotsky (2017) , Montufar et al. (2014) , Telgarsky (2017) , and Liang and Srikant (2017) . Schmidt-Hieber (2017) show that deep ReLU networks can yield a rate-optimal approximation of smooth functions of an arbitrary order. Polson and Ročková (2018) provide posterior rates of convergence for sparse deep learning.
Data Augmentation
Data augmentation expresses the likelihood and/or the prior distribution as an expectation of a weighted L 2 -norm, namely
where p(ω) can be interpreted as a prior distribution on an auxiliary hidden variable ω.
Similarly we can represent exp(−λφ(W, b)) as this form. Given the data augmentation variable, ω, the function Q(W, b, ω) is designed to be a quadratic form. Now the Bayes-Regularization duality and data augmentation strategy yields the identity max
Commonly used functions for deep learning can be expressed as
. Table 1 provides the appropriate prior distributions p(ω) for each activation function. 
The mixing distributions for these latent variables include the generalized inverse Gaussian distribution (SVM, check), Pólya distribution (logit) and exponential distribution (lasso). Hence, we can provide an MCMC algorithm in the augmented space (W, b, ω) and simulate from the posterior distribution
This can be achieved using Gibbs conditionals,
is a conditional quadratic, the update step for (W, b|ω) can be achieved using SGD or a weighted L 2 -norm -the weights ω are adaptive and provide an automatic choice of step-size, thus avoiding backtracking which can be computationally expensive.
The full data-augmentation approach then decomposes the objective as:
i (x) for binary classification using logistic regression or support vector machine with y i is coded as ±1, and ℓ = ||y − yŴ ,b (x)|| 2 is the negative Gaussian loglikelihood and φ is a normal variance-mixture prior. The scale parameters σ and τ are assumed fixed.
The key insight then is that data augmentation strategies are a mixture of Gaussians to represent log-penalties. Our insight is to show how SDA can perform such an optimization with only the use of a sequence of iteratively re-weighted L 2 -norms.
Deep Learning with Stacking
To illustrate our SDA theory, consider a basic layered non-linear architecture given by:
Here y is a n dimensional vector, x is a n × p matrix. f DL B (x) is a deep neural network which we give the detailed definition later in this section.
A common assumption for f 0 is linear or logit for classification. Our latent variable, Z 0 , is a n dimensional vector as y. This model has the potential to be generalized to different kinds of response vectors. The deep neural network f DL B (x) is constructed with a set of hidden/latent variables, denoted by Z = (Z 1 , Z 2 , . . . , Z L ). With L ∈ N we denote the number of hidden layers and with p l ∈ N the number of neurons at the l th layer. Setting p L+1 = p, p 0 = 1, we denote with p = (p 0 , . . . , p L+1 ) ∈ N L+2 the vector of neuron counts for the entire network. The deep network is then characterized by a set of model parameters:
p l are shift vectors and W l are p l−1 × p l weight matrices that link neurons between (l − 1) th and l th layers. And the sequence of composite functions is specified as:
. . , L Commonly used activation functions f l are linear affine functions, rectified linear units (ReLU), sigmoid, hyperbolic tangent (tanh), and etc. We illustrate our methods with a deep ReLU network.
A deep ReLU neural network f DL W,b (x) as an iterative mapping can be specified by hierarchical layers of abstraction,
where the choice of activation function is σ(x) = ReLU(x) := max(x, 0).
With respect to the target problem, we adopt different structures for f 0 , while the structure for f 
. . .
Here y (S) and
to amplify the information of y, which is especially useful in the finite sample problems. Figure 1 shows our model architecture.
Then the joint distribution of the parameters and the augmented hidden variables given data y is given by:
Hence, following Jacquier et al. (2007), we can analyze the marginal joint posterior
The marginal posterior p(B, Z
0 |x (S) , y (S) ) on the parameters p(B|x (S) , y (S) ) concentrates on p(B|x, y) J and following (Pincus, 1968 (Pincus, , 1970 we have a simulation solution to finding the MAP estimator.
The major difference between our algorithm and SGD or other gradient descent methods lies in the adoption of Z 0 . Instead of fitting the deep learning model f 
Applications
This section provides three motivational examples. First one is a Gaussian response with a squared loss. Second, a binary classification under the support vector machine. Finally, logistic regression with a Pólya mixing distribution. For Gaussian regression and SVM model, we implement with J-copies stacking to provide full posterior modes.
Gaussian regression
Let y i denote the output and x i the input, with the model generated by:
The scale parameters τ 2 0 and τ 2 z are pre-specified. The posterior updates are then given by:
Here C z is a normalizing constant. Z 0 is drawn from following normal distribution:
with the appropriate mean and variance
Now stack J-copies of Z 0 , as: Update the weights in the top layer with {y (S) , Z
Update the deep learner f DL B with {Z
jointly from deep learner and sampling layer
Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
To implement support vector machines, we need data augmentation for rectified linear units (ReLU). Following Polson and Scott (2011) and Mallick et al. (2005) , we can write the support vector machine model as:
, where λ ∼ p(λ) and p(λ) follows a flat uniform prior. The latent variable λ can be thought of as allowing for fuzzy boundaries between classes.
The ReLU deep learning model can then be written as:
From a probabilistic perspective, the likelihood function for the output y is given by:
Derived from this augmented likelihood function, the posteriors of the parameters are specified as:
where Λ = diag (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) is a diagonal matrix of latent hidden units.
In order to generate the latent variables, we use conditionals: λ
(7) with appropriate hyper-parameters
. J-copies can also be adopted here. Z j 0 and λ j needs to be sampled independently for j = 1, . . . , J. Algorithm 2 summarizes the updating scheme with J-copies for SVMs.
Algorithm 2 Scalable Data Augmentation with J-copies for SVM
2: for each epoch do
3:
Update the weights and slack variables in the top layer with {y (S) , Z
jointly from , deep learner and sampling layer
Here IG denotes an inverse Gaussian distribution.
Our model differs from standard deep learning models and some newly proposed Bayesian approach in two ways. First, stochastic noises are introduced in the top and second layer, distinguishing our model from other deterministic neural networks. By letting ǫ z follow a spikey distribution which puts most of its mass around zero, we can control the estimation approximating to posterior mode instead of posterior mean. The randomness allows us to adopt a stacked system and make the best use of data especially when the dataset is small.
Logistic Regression
Besides MCMC, we can mimic the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm via a weighted L 2 -norm in deep learning. Polson and Scott (2013) proposed the EM algorithm to fit the logistic regression model with a Pólya mixing distribution. The logistic regression model is different from the previous two models. We do not use f 0 and Z 0 in this model. Here we focus on the penalization of W 1 and the model is specified as an optimization problem as:
The outcomes y i are coded as ±1, and τ is assumed fixed.
For likelihood function ℓ and regularization penalty φ, we assume
Here each λ j is endowed with a Pólya distribution prior P (λ j ). And let ω
have a Pólya distribution with α = 1, κ = 1/2. The following three updates will generate a sequence of estimates that converges to a stationary point of posterior:
1 , x * is a matrix with rows x * i = y i z 1,i , and Ω = diag(ω 1 , . . . , ω n ) and Λ = diag(λ 1 , . . . , λ p ) are diagonal matrices. x * can be written as x * = diag(y)Z 1 .
Consider a non-penalized case with λ i = 0, ∀i. The updates can be simplified as:
The update for W 1 is then a weighted least squares update.
Algorithm 3 summarizes our approach. An example of digits classification on MNIST dataset is shown in Section 3.4.
Further generalizations are available. For example, a ridge-regression penalty, along with the generalized double-pareto prior (Armagan et al., 2013) where
can be implemented by adding a sample-wise L 2 -regularizer. A multinomial generalization of this model can be found in Polson and Scott (2013) . Retrieve the input and output of the top layer Z
Calculate the sample-wise weights
Update the deep learner f
Simulation Study
We illustrate the performance of our method on both simulated and real datasets with a comparison to the deep ReLU networks. For a fair comparison, we control the hyperparameters, such as the number of layers, number of iterations, hidden variables in each layer, dropout rate.
Friedman Data We consider one benchmark setup used in Friedman et al. (1991) here. The regression function is in the form of:
The dataset is partitioned into training set (70%) and testing set (30%). And we tried both one-layer and two-layer ReLU networks with 64 hidden units in each layer. For SDA model, we choose τ 0 = τ z = 1 and J = 10. We show our comparison results of out-of-sample mean squared error(MSE) in Figure  3 and computation time in Figure 2 . In cases where p ≤ 100, SDA converges much faster than DL, its out-of-sample MSEs are smaller than DL starting from the first epoch and fewer epochs are needed to achieve convergence. We can see in those cases, SDA seems to converge in 5 epochs and fluctuating around the converged values due to the random noise in the sampling process. In addition, while adding one layer improves the performance of DL, the extra layer doesn't necessarily make a significant difference in prediction for SDA. When p = 1000, SDA seems to diverge over epochs. Under such situations, the choices of noise level need to be carefully calibrated and more layers could worsen the situation.
The computation costs of SDA, without doubt, would be higher as shown in Figure 2 , since we introduce extra sampling steps and the J-copies scheme in the process. It could be improved if implemented in a more efficient way (our implementation is just for illustration purpose), the computation time of SDA should be of a constant scale of DL. Computation time under Friedman setup with n = 1 000 and p = 10, 50, 100, 1 000. We only include one figure of computation time comparison here since the scale is relatively the same for all cases.
Binary Classification Example Here we use the classical MNIST example. Since our method is applied to binary classification, we only use the data for binary digits classification and we show some of the results here. The training set and testing set are the same as the defaults in the standard library. Two-layer ReLU networks are used, which have 32 units in the first layer with dropout=0.4 and 32 units in the second layer with dropout=0.3. (b) n=1000 n = 100, 1 000 and p = 10, 50, 100, 1 000. Repeated 50 runs. SDA-GR stands for SDA shown in the Gaussian regression case, while DL stands for the ReLU networks.
For SDA-SVM model, we choose τ 0 = τ z = 1 and J = 10. Figure 4 shows the out-of-sample misclassification rates over epochs in 6 different digit-pair classification scenarios. For 10 different digits, 45 pair comparisons are available and we chose 6 of them randomly. For the methods, SDA-SVM stands for SDA implementation of SVM, SVM-logit stands for SDA implementation of logit, DL is the ReLU network. Figure 4 shows that in most cases, SDA-SVM performs the best and it decreases the fastest in error. Overall, SDA-logit performs similar to ReLU networks and its errors are often larger than SDA-SVM in the MNIST example.
Discussion
Various regularization methods have been deployed in neural networks to prevent overfitting, such as early stopping, weight decay, dropout (Hinton et al., 2012) , gradient noise (Neelakantan et al., 2017) . Bayesian strategies tackle the regularization problem by proposing probability structures on the weights. Our approach is to use scalable data augmentation (SDA) as a mechanism for network regularization by converting activation functions to weighted L 2 -norm criteria. Scalable Data Augmentation strategies are available for many standard activation functions (ReLU, SVM, logit) that are used in deep learning. Using MCMC algorithms provides a natural stochastic search mechanism that avoids procedures such as back-tracking in SGD. Training deep neural networks can benefit from additional hidden stochastic augmentation units. Uncertainty can be injected into the network through the probabilistic distribution on only one or two layers, allowing more variability of the network. When more data are observed, the uncertainty can decrease, as more information is learned and the network is more deterministic. We also exploit the duality between posterior sampling and optimization. Weighted Bayesian bootstrap (Newton et al., 2018) can be used to approximate the unweighted posteriors by assigning random weight to each observation and penalty. We provide a J-copies stacking scheme to speed up the convergence. With respect to efficiency, SDA provides a natural framework that is straightforward to implement in Tensor Flow. Besides the three motivational examples illustrated in simulation, our work has the potential to be generalized for many other data augmentation schemes and different regularization priors. Probabilistic structures on more units and more layers are also possible to allow more uncertainty based on need.
